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- Mystique -



Welcome to our 2022 Block of the Month  

- Mystique -
This is not your typical block of the month where you get a different block each month. Instead, we are 

sharing with you a different section of the embroidered block each month, which after 10 months, will 

come together to make this stunning quilt.

There are 16 blocks, borders and corner stones. The cutting instructions for the entire quilt will be given 

in this first month 

We hope you have fun creating this uniquely stunning quilt.

Join our exclusive Facebook group to see live demo’s and Q & A sessions.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1070995083755835

You will recieve your design files and instructions via email on the 1st of February, April, June, August & 

October.

Requirements

Zündt Design  Lavender Metallic Thread

    Light weight Tearaway 

Sewing/Embroidery Machine - 200mm x 360mm & 200mm x 200mm (8” x 8”) hoop

     Minimum hoop size 200mm x 200mm (8” x 8”) hoop

Machine Feet -   Open toe foot, ¼”foot.

Fabric    Ivory - 6½yds (6m) includes 2¾yds (2.5m) for backing.

Thread   Robison Anton Rayon  - 2586 - 14Kt Gold, 2426 - Raspberry

White Bobbin Thread

Schmetz 80/12 Topstitch Needles

Wool Poly Batting  3¼yds (3m)

Quilt Basting Spray 

Curved quilters safety pins

Matching Ivory construction thread

General Sewing & Cutting Supplies - (A 14” square ruler is a great advantage when trimming blocks) 



- Mystique - Cutting Layout

Cut the Following

Ivory Fabric  Sixteen, 14”x 14”squares (Blocks)

   Four, 5”x 5”squares (Corner stones)

   Four, 5” x 50” strips (Long Border Strips)

   Three, 18” x WOF strips (Top and Bottom Row Backing Strips)

   Three, 13” x WOF strips (Middle Row Backing Strips)

   18” square, folded in half on the diagonal Fold 18” then first cut 1¼”   

   from the folded edge and then 2½” strips out from there.

Batting  Sixteen, 14”x 14”squares (Blocks)

   Four, 5”x 5”squares (Corner stones)

   Four, 5” x 50” strips (Long Border Strips)

16 x 14” squares

4 x 5” 
squares

4 x (5” x 50”) border 
strips

 (40”) 
WOF

3 x (18” x WOF 
Strips) 

3 x (13” x WOF 
Strips) 

18”

18”

Fold
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fold

40”
WOF
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I have used a split complementary colour plan for my quilt using the colour families shown above in 
image 1.

If you wish to change the colours, remember there are three colour families used so you can use a Split 
Complementary(1), Triadic (2) or Analogous harmony (3) to choose your colours.

1. Split complementary -  Instead of using the direct complement, this plan includes colours either   
 side of it. So you can choose any colour and use the two colours either side of the colour directly   
 opposite it on the colour wheel.
2. Triadic - This colour plan incorporates any three colour families evenly spaced around the colour   
 wheel.
2. Analogous Harmony - Any three colour families that lie side by side on the colour wheel.

© Copyright 2021, Tracey Sims and Zündt Design® Ltd. 
No part of this pattern may be copied or reproduced by any means without prior written permission. 

The pattern is for the personal use of the purchaser only. 
All artwork and designs created by either Tracey Sims or Urban Zündt for Zündt Design Ltd. are copyrighted.

The embroidery designs used for this project are licensed for original customer use only.
Designs may not be shared or distributed electronically or by any means in any format, either altered or unaltered without

the express written permission of Urban Zündt of Zündt Design Ltd. or Tracey Sims of Tracey Sims’ Designs.
All care has been taken to ensure the embroidery designs, 

patterns and instructions are accurate, however, no warranty is given or results guaranteed.
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